Introduction
This study was undertaken to determine which phones would be interpreted as the same and which as different by a non-literate native speaker of the Kogi lansuage.
-4-The informant used had some knowledse of letters and printing but was not a reader of either Kocr,i or Spanish which he speaks as a second lansuase. Scrabble ~rune letters were used, supplemented by some symbols written on bits of cardboard.
First Bession 1. The sounds of the vowels A, I and U were reviewed. 3. The informant was asked to spell out the word for mouth, This he confidently spelled out ANANANA remarking that all the a's were stressed, but the last one most strongly of all.
This triggered a reaction on my part that we seem to have a ballistic quality to certain of our syllables which is evidently causing a reaction in the preceding consonant. He then placed the final I, then the U, and pushed the I close to the U. I su~~ested that he was missing one letter.
By comparing with KALI he chose Land placed it. He placed the stress on the u. Then he placed the last stop as X, but with reservations.
When I suggested the stress mark on the last syllable it seemed to relieve his mind. He was very confused on the first stop. He rejected X for it from the start.
Finally he placed G. He says it goes well with a G when he says it slowly, but he is not so satisfied in fast speech. He wanted another stress and said the final one was the strongest so we introduced r, NIG~XUXU.
Fifth Session
At this session he had available cards including both a vowel and stress A, and also syllable cards, GA, GU, GI etc. He did not wish to place stress on any part of the word, in spite of the fact that to our ear the final syllable is stressed. 
3.
[sigi] 'deer' For this wo~d I gave him SUKGI first to the informant.
6. That we have other medial velar stops which require more study as they are con.fusing to the in.formant. It may be that he is reacting to the following vowel, i.e.
interpreting the Gin GA as different from the Gin GU.
7. The fact was also revealed that this informant does not follow a left to right progression, but consistently picked the first letter, then the last letter of the word, then filled in the other letters. This may explain his trouble with learning to read, especially when a syllable approach was used.
